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SIL 05/15 

EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY 
 

Office of the, 
General Manager (Vig.) 

Hajipur 
 

 No. ECR/Vig./System Improvement/50                      Date: 17.03.15. 

 
Chief Electrical Engineer,      
East Central Railway,    
Hajipur.      
 

Sub: Procurement of stores item through works contract at high rate.  
During a complaint investigation of a works contract of MGS division, it was 
observed that “25 KV Single Pole Vacuum/SF6 interrupter” of Electrical deptt has 
been purchased @ Rs.5,50,638/- each, whereas, the rate of stores contract for this 
item is Rs. 3,04,595/- each. The material has, therefore, been purchased at 81 % 
high rate in  the works contract. Counter offer to the firm was given for this item at 
updated highest LAR. It was further observed that the firm who was RDSO 
approved supplied the material to Railway at 64 % high rate even in stores contract 
as documents reveal that same supplier sold the material to contractor @ Rs. 
1,85,635/- each.  
 
While adjudging reasonableness of rates for the supply item, TC didn’t consider 
accepted rate of the stores contract which is violation of Rly. Board letter no. 
2008/Elect. (G)/180/Misc  dt.19.05.2010. Further a composite rate of supply, 
installation and commissioning are being asked for in works tender which makes 
rate for this item not easily comparable with accepted rate of stores contract. 
 
Present practice of updating works contract rates by average yearly escalation of 5-
10% is not considered  proper particularly  for electronic equipments where rates 
are generally stable or falling. Further, practice by suppliers who are generally 
RDSO approved firms to quote substantially high rate against Railway tender but 
supply the same to works contractor at much lower rate amount to discriminatory 
price quoting.  
 
There is also indiscriminate inclusion of supply items in works contracts. As a 
result, preparation of requisition for these items and monitoring of their 
procurement has taken a back seat as has been observed in one case of stores 
procurement that the tender was repeatedly getting discharged at TC stage for 
want of proper specification.  
 
Following are, therefore, suggested:- 
 

(a) Inclusion of supply items in works tender should be by exception and with 
approval of DRM in the Division and PHOD in the HQ. 
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(b) Supply items should be kept as a separate schedule for rate comparison with 

LPRs of stores contract while adjudging the reasonableness of rates. This 
mandatory instruction of Board should be re-iterated to field units.  
 

(c) Accepted rates of stores contract for supply items should be periodically 
circulated to Divisions/field units for their reference, while finalising works 
contract. 
 

(d) Discriminatory quoting of higher prices by RDSO approved firm should be 
kept  under watch & punitive action initiated. In the instant case action may 
be initiated against M/s The Aluminium Industries Limited, Kavinpuram, 
Vilappilsala, Trivendrum, Kerala.  
 
     

(e) Robust system for timely generation of indent and monitoring of their 
procurement should be put in place. 
 
   

It is requested that urgent action on the above issues may please be taken which 
will bring economy in cost of project execution & assets maintenance.  Action 
taken may please also be advised to this office for information and record.  
 
 

(J.K.Verma) 
      Sr. Dy. General Manager 

 

Copy to: 
1. CSTE/ECR  for information & similar action. 

2. FA&CAO/ECR for reiterating Board’s instruction referred in para (2) to Sr. 

DFMs & other field units.  

3. Secretary to GM for kind information of GM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


